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Stands

Accessory Name Part Number Description

Adjustable Stand, Gray Color SR31-STA-0001 Raised, adjustable stand for use with the 
SR31T scanner. Ideal for using the scanner 
in handsfree auto-trigger "presentation 
mode." A simple set-screw allows for 
adjustment of the scanner angle to 
accommodate different scanning use 
cases and mixed merchandise. Small, 
weighted base minimizes used countertop 
space. Stand can be fixed-mounted to a 
countertop surface (however, mounting 
screws for fixed-mounting are not included).

Adjustable Stand, White 
Color (Disinfectant Ready for 
Healthcare Environments)

SR31-STA-H001 Raised, adjustable stand for use with 
the SR31T scanner. Ideal for when using 
the scanner in handsfree auto-trigger 
"presentation mode." A simple set-screw 
allows for adjustment of the scanner 
angle to accommodate different scanning 
use cases and mixed merchandise. Small, 
weighted base minimizes used countertop 
space. Made of disinfectant-ready plastics 
to withstand wipe-downs from common 
hospital disinfectants. Stand can be 
fixed-mounted to a countertop surface 
(however, mounting screws for fixed-
mounting are not included).

Gooseneck Stand, Gray Color SR31-FLX-0001 Raised, "gooseneck" stand for the SR31T 
scanner offers maximum adjustment 
flexibility, while still holding the scanner 
securely in place. Ideal for using the 
scanner in handsfree auto-trigger 
"presentation mode." Small, weighted 
base minimizes used countertop space 
and prevents scanner tippage. Stand can 
be fixed-mounted to a countertop surface. 
Includes a set of four double-sided, 
adhesive foam nubs for fixed mounting.
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Cables and Power

Accessory Name Part Number Description

USB Interface Cable SR31-CAB-U001 This USB interface cable provides 
connectivity between the scanner and 
host device. Straight cable, 2 meters 
(6.5 feet) in length.

USB Interface Cable, Powered SR31-CAB-U002 This USB interface cable provides 
connectivity between the scanner and 
host device. Straight cable, 2 meters 
(6.5 feet) in length. Includes a power 
supply plug-in, but separate external 
power supply (851-089-306) must be 
purchased separately.

Serial Interface Cable, Powered SR31-CAB-R001 This serial (RS-232) interface cable 
provides connectivity between the scanner 
and host device. Straight cable, 2 meters 
(6.5 feet) in length, with a 9-pin female 
connector. Includes a power supply plug-in, 
but separate external power supply (851-
089-306) must be purchased separately.

KBW Y-Cable SR31-CAB-K001 This keyboard wedge connects between 
the keyboard and host computer. Y-cable, 
2 meters (6.5 feet) in length. Includes 
a power supply plug-in, but separate 
external power supply (851-089-306) 
must be purchased separately. 

Universal Power Supply 851-089-306 This 5V DC power supply provides scanner 
power for use when host device power 
alone is insufficient. Includes ferrite (level 
V). Country-specific line cords must be 
purchased separately.
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